Re: I feel Safer Already

Dear Editor, Nov 3, 2006

Wait just a minute- let me get this straight: as reported on the front page of this newspaper, Republican congressional leaders, with the support and approval of President Bush, created a public Internet web site and posted thousands of captured Iraqi secret documents that unfortunately turn out to contain previously classified details of how to make an atomic bomb? If that wasn't bad enough, they were written IN ARABIC! Now will someone explain to me exactly how this is supposed to make us safer?

Alright, the poor guys simply didn't know better, they were just hoping that someone (anyone?) would actually do the work and help them find the missing evidence for all those missing weapons of mass destruction that we were promised. I wonder if they will plead incompetence or is it mere stupidity this time?

Not at all. In accordance with standard operating procedures, the Republicans will claim that this is actually winning the war on terror. Based on their past successes, I expect that they will soon be shipping a few extra nuclear weapons (no assembly required) to a few carefully selected terrorist organizations. After all, if we're not attacked the President takes credit, and if we are attacked, who will people turn to? I feel even safer already! Hey, bring it on!

Remind me again of exactly what high crimes and misdemeanors Clinton was impeached for?
John Donovan
Eugene, OR